Abstract Aerosol-climate interactions constitute one of the major sources of uncertainty in assessing changes in aerosol forcing in the anthropocene as well as understanding glacial-interglacial cycles. Here we focus on improving the representation of mineral dust in the Community Atmosphere Model and assessing the impacts of the improvements in terms of direct effects on the radiative balance of the atmosphere. We simulated the dust cycle using different parameterization sets for dust emission, size distribution, and optical properties. Comparing the results of these simulations with observations of concentration, deposition, and aerosol optical depth allows us to refine the representation of the dust cycle and its climate impacts. We propose a tuning method for dust parameterizations to allow the dust module to work across the wide variety of parameter settings which can be used within the Community Atmosphere Model. Our results include a better representation of the dust cycle, most notably for the improved size distribution. The estimated net top of atmosphere direct dust radiative forcing is 20.23 6 0.14 W/m 2 for present day and 20.32 6 0.20 W/m 2 at the Last Glacial Maximum. From our study and sensitivity tests, we also derive some general relevant findings, supporting the concept that the magnitude of the modeled dust cycle is sensitive to the observational data sets and size distribution chosen to constrain the model as well as the meteorological forcing data, even within the same modeling framework, and that the direct radiative forcing of dust is strongly sensitive to the optical properties and size distribution used.
Introduction
Mineral dust is entrained into the atmosphere by the action of wind stress on the land surface. Most sources of dust aerosols are arid or semiarid areas with low vegetation cover and easily erodible soils or fine-grained loose surface deposits [Gillette et al., 1998; Prospero et al., 2002] . With typical atmospheric lifetimes of a few days [Alfaro and Gomes, 2001; Forster et al., 2007; Han and Zender, 2010] , dust aerosols can travel long distances [Prospero and Nees, 1986] and interact with the climate system, both directly by absorbing and scattering short (SW) and long-wave (LW) radiation and indirectly through interactions with other aerosols and clouds [Miller and Tegen, 1998; Forster et al., 2007; Perlwitz and Miller, 2010] . In addition, dust deposition to the surface can alter surface albedo [Conway et al., 1996] and impact biogeochemical cycles [Martin et al., 1990; Mahowald, 2011] . Sedimentary records from ice cores [e.g., Petit et al., 1999] , marine cores [e.g., Rea, 1994] , and terrestrial deposits [e.g., Pye, 1995] show that dust deposition varied greatly over a broad range of time scales, most remarkably on the glacial-interglacial time scales [e.g., Lambert et al., 2008; Albani et al., 2012a] , but also within interglacials [deMenocal et al., 2000] and in recent centuries/decades [McConnell et al., 2007; Mulitza et al., 2010] .
The role of mineral aerosols in the climate system has motivated their inclusion in climate models [e.g., Tegen and Fung, 1994; Schulz et al., 1998; Mahowald et al., 1999; Ginoux et al., 2001] and the monitoring of characteristics of the present-day dust cycle, through long-term in situ [e.g., Prospero and Lamb, 2003] or remote sensing observations [e.g., Holben et al., 1998; Kaufman et al., 2001] and by intensive field campaigns [e.g., Heintzenberg, 2009] . In addition, extensive compilations of past dust deposition rates from paleoarchives [Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001] served to test climate simulations , especially for the glacial-interglacial comparison [Mahowald et al., 2006b; Albani et al., 2012b] .
Key Points:
Refined physical parameterizations of dust in the Community Atmosphere Model Improved soil erodibility, size distributions, wet deposition, and optics Better representation of dust cycle, size distributions, and radiative forcing Supporting Information: Figure S1 README Text1 Table S1 Correspondence to: S. Albani, s.albani@cornell.edu Our dust model was previously incorporated into the Community Climate System Model in version 3 (CCSM3) [Mahowald et al., 2006b] , and it was extensively used and tested for a variety of experiments [e.g., Mahowald et al., 2006c Mahowald et al., , 2011 and on different time scales [Mahowald et al., 2010; Albani et al., 2012b] .
In this work, we used the Community Earth System Model Version 1 (CESM1). More specifically, we used two release versions of the model: (1) the Community Atmosphere Model version 4 (CAM4) [Neale et al., 2010b; Gent et al., 2011] in the framework of the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4), which is also part of CESM1, and (2) the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) [Neale et al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2012] . We performed a series of tests to optimize some key physics parameterizations related to dust (i.e., soil erodibility, dust emission size distributions, wet deposition, and optical properties). We show some relevant improvements compared to the release versions, in comparison with observations, especially in terms of magnitude of the dust cycle, size distributions, and optical properties. We propose a tuning method which allows the dust cycle to be tuned for the wide variety of model options available within the CESM (e.g., reanalysis winds versus fully coupled, different resolutions) [e.g., Cakmur et al., 2006; Mahowald et al., 2006b] . We also show a dust simulation for a CCSM4 case for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), corresponding to 21,000 years before present (21 ka BP). The effects of the improved dust parameterization on dust radiative forcing and the sensitivity to specific changes are then described and compared to observations (section 3).
Methods

Model Description
The CCSM4 is a general circulation climate model with atmosphere, land, ocean, and sea ice components linked by a flux coupler. The atmospheric component (CAM4) uses a finite volume dynamical core, rather than the CCSM3 spectral core [Gent et al., 2011] . The CCSM4 model is part of the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (PMIP3) [Otto-Bliesner et al., 2009] and the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) [Taylor et al., 2012] experiments. The CESM1 also includes a new version of the atmospheric model (CAM5). With respect to CAM4, enhancements in physical parameterizations allow, in particular, the simulation of full aerosol cloud interactions including cloud droplet activation by aerosols, precipitation processes that account for cloud particles size-dependent behavior, and explicit radiative interactions, in turn making it possible to simulate the aerosol-cloud interactions [Neale et al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2012] . CAM5 also participated in the CMIP5 experiments. In this study, we consider the dust in both CAM4 and CAM5 versions of the model. Prognostic dust is available in CESM1, and the default dust model largely follows the same treatment from CCSM3 [Mahowald et al., 2006b; Yoshioka et al., 2007] .
The dust model consists of three major components: (1) emission, (2) vertical transport, wet and dry deposition, and (3) radiative effects.
The dust emission scheme in CESM1 [Oleson et al., 2010] follows the CCSM3 implementation [Mahowald et al., 2006b ] of the Dust Entrainment And Deposition (DEAD) model. The dust emission scheme is based on a saltation-sandblasting process dependent on modeled wind friction velocity, soil moisture, and vegetation/snow cover [Zender et al., 2003a] . This part of the dust model is embedded in the land model (CLM4) [Lawrence et al., 2011] . The saltation process is represented by a horizontal mass flux dependent on the excess wind friction velocity over a threshold [White, 1979] . Modeled wind friction velocity is corrected by considering the Owen effect, i.e., the increase in wind friction speed due to the positive feedback from saltation [Gillette et al., 1998 ]. The wind friction velocity threshold is calculated following Iversen and White [1982] , and it is corrected for drag partition [Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995] and for the inhibition of
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saltation due to soil moisture [F ecan et al., 1999] . The latter process is negligible in the current model setup, because of the particular choice of a tuning factor that, in fact, sets the moisture inhibition threshold close to zero [Oleson et al., 2010] . The parameterization assumes the availability of optimal size particles for saltation (75 lm) [Iversen and White, 1982] ; thus, saltation occurs whenever the wind friction velocity threshold is exceeded in the model [Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995] . Dust emission by sandblasting is represented by a vertical mass flux, given by the product of the horizontal mass flux multiplied by the sandblasting mass efficiency, which depends on the clay content of the parent soil and is assumed to be size and dragindependent [Marticorena and Bergametti, 1995] . The model's prescribed mineral soil texture data set [Bonan et al., 2002] is based on the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) soil data set (Global Soil Data Task 2000) of 4931 soil mapping units and their sand and clay content for each soil layer.
The vertical flux is corrected by considering just the erodible fraction of each model surface grid cell, i.e., the fractional area not covered by lakes, wetlands, or snow. In the same fashion, the vertical flux is also scaled by a factor inversely related to the frozen soil fraction and vegetation cover, whereas dust mobilization is completely suppressed above a certain vegetation cover threshold-we use a Leaf Area Index of 0.3, based on observations of dust emission [Okin, 2008] . Differences in soils' susceptibility to erosion (i.e., related to soil grain size and textures) are incorporated by multiplying the dust emissions by a geomorphic soil erodibility factor [Zender et al., 2003b] -based on the concept of preferential sources [Ginoux et al., 2001] . The soil erodibility factor is a spatially varying scale factor for dust emissions, based on the regional topography (it is proportional to the upstream runoff area) and accounts for the concept that topographic lows are hot spots for dust production [Prospero et al., 2002; Zender et al., 2003b] and is applied in the CAM. Alternative approaches in representing hot spots may result in different regional emphases on dust mobilization [Cakmur et al., 2006] . The vertical dust flux is assumed to be size-distributed in a globally uniform trimodal lognormal probability density function, defined as the ''background'' modes of dust (source modes) suggested by d 'Almeida [1987] .
CAM4 has a Bulk Aerosol Model (BAM) parameterization of the dust size distribution [Neale et al., 2010b] , where emission fluxes have a fixed size distribution partitioning into four size bins (bin1 5 0.1-1.0 lm; bin2 5 1.0-2.5 lm; bin3 5 2.5-5.0 lm; bin4 5 5.0-10.0 lm in diameters) [Mahowald et al., 2006b ]. The vertical dust mass flux is passed to CAM4 by considering the sum of the fractions of each of the source modes that falls in the size range of each of the transport bins of the BAM [Schulz et al., 1998; Zender et al., 2003a] . The BAM subbin size distribution is fixed based on a log-normal distribution with mass median diameter of 3.5 lm and standard deviation of 2.0 [Zender et al., 2003a] .
Dust transport is controlled by the CAM4 tracer advection scheme [Neale et al., 2010b] . Modeled dry deposition for dust includes gravitational and turbulent deposition processes [Zender et al., 2003a] . Wet deposition of dust results from both convective and large scale rain and snow precipitation simulated in CAM4 and is dependent on prescribed solubility and prescribed scavenging coefficients [Mahowald et al., 2006b; Neale et al., 2010b] . Wet deposition include in-cloud and below-cloud precipitation. Solubility represents the fraction of dust that resides in the cloud water; it is size-independent and constant (0.15). In-cloud scavenging is performed assuming that the fraction of the aerosol residing in the cloud water is removed in proportion to the fraction of cloud water that is converted to rain through coalescence and accretion processes [Neale et al., 2010b] . The below-cloud scavenging [Dana and Hales, 1976; Balkanski et al., 1993] assumes that both rain and snow scavenge the aerosol below cloud by a first-order loss process, i.e., the product of the precipitation flux, the aerosol mass mixing ratio, and the collection efficiency (scavenging coefficient). The scavenging coefficient in the model is size-independent and constant (0.1) [Neale et al., 2010b] .
Dust size distribution (i.e., the relative proportions of mass in each of the size bins) evolves in time in response to transport and deposition processes, first of all because of the size-dependent parameterization of dry and wet deposition. In addition, there is a more subtle interaction between the vertical profile of the dust and the vertical distribution of precipitation, since wet deposition removal only acts on dust below and within the cloud during an event [Mahowald et al., 2006b; Albani et al., 2012b] . Thus, if the vertical distribution has more dust mass lower in the atmosphere (below the cloud), due to either large scale or boundary layer mixing processes, this will change the evolution of dust size and mass (e.g., see more discussion in Albani et al. [2012b] ).
For aerosol transport, deposition, and radiation interactions, CAM5 instead uses a Modal Aerosol Model (MAM3). Dust emission works the same way as described above for CAM4-BAM, whereas transport and deposition-and the evolution of dust size distribution as a consequence-follow CAM5-MAM3 parameterizations. Dust in MAM3 is partitioned in two transport modes: accumulation (0.1-1.0 lm) and coarse (1.0-10.0 lm in diameters) [Neale et al., 2010a] . Both the number and mass mixing ratio of aerosols are predicted in each mode. In addition, the accumulation and coarse modes in the CAM5-MAM3 parameterization are internally mixed within each mode, meaning, for example, that all the mass in the accumulation mode particles are assumed to be well mixed , and thus sulfate is homogeneously mixed with dust when present in the same mode. Only sea salt and dust can be found in the coarse mode and are subject to gravitational settling, similar to CAM4, but based on the different size representation in CAM5 . This reduction in the resolution of the size distribution in the CAM5 model compared to CAM4 does make it more difficult to evaluate the evolution of the dust size, and thus here we only evaluate the dust size distribution downwind using the CAM4.
Dust aerosols in the model scatter and absorb solar and terrestrial radiation, altering the atmospheric radiation balance. For the short-wave (SW) radiation-dust interactions, the release version of the CAM4 and CAM5 model uses the OPAC optical parameters [Hess et al., 1998 ], and the dust optical properties are derived from Mie calculations for the size distribution represented by each size bin [Neale et al., 2010b] . Note that the OPAC optical parameters are outdated [e.g., Sinyuk et al., 2003] and were accidentally included. We test the impact of these changes in optical properties with more recent estimates of the dust refractive indices, similar to what was already in use for CAM3 [Yoshioka et al., 2007] . Long-wave (LW) interactions are based on Volz [1973] refractive indices. Dust is assumed to be externally mixed with other aerosol species in the CAM4 model for radiation calculations. In CAM5-MAM3, however, dust and sea salt aerosols are internally mixed in the coarse mode, and dust is considered to be internally mixed with all aerosols in the accumulation mode. In addition in CAM5-MAM3 dust particles are hygroscopic and can undergo water uptake based on the equilibrium Kohler theory. In this case, their optical properties are calculated according to Ghan and Zaveri [2007] . The models also include snow albedo changes in response to dust (and black carbon) deposition, although snow albedo changes are dominated by black carbon deposition [Flanner et al., 2007; Oleson et al., 2010] .
Observational Data Sets and Diagnostics
Evaluating the model's ability to reproduce different features of the dust cycle requires an adequate set of observations and a protocol that makes comparisons consistent [Cakmur et al., 2006; Huneeus et al., 2011] . The goal of the comparison is not to obtain an exact match with a specific datum, but rather to enhance the ability to reproduce the overall features, given the characteristics, uncertainties, and errors in both models and observations [e.g., Cakmur et al., 2006; Albani et al., 2012b] . In this work, we focused on columnar (Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) or column load) and surface (atmospheric concentration and deposition flux) properties of the global dust cycle, by considering their magnitude, spatial distribution, size distribution, seasonality, and relation with the dust sources ( Table 2 , supporting information Text S1;, and Table S1 ). With ''magnitude'' of dust cycle, we refer to the global amount of dust, either in terms of emissions/deposition, dust burden, or globally averaged AOD.
Observational constraints for columnar dust properties are based on the AERONET network [Holben et al., 1998 ]. We considered the AOD Version 2 Direct Sun Algorithm, Level 2.0 (data are prefield and postfield calibrated, automatically cloud cleared, and manually inspected) data and selected a subset of stations based on filtering criteria in terms of data quality and by restricting to dust-dominated AOD sites. We considered a minimum number of days of measurements per month (10 days), full climatological annual cycle over the observational period, and average annual Angstrom Exponent <1.2 (the lower the Angstrom Exponent, the larger the dust fraction) [Dubovik et al., 2002] (Text S1). For the AERONET size distributions, we considered Surface concentration measurements from high-volume filter collectors, shown as monthly averages, were taken from the University of Miami Ocean Aerosols Network [e.g., Prospero and Nees, 1986; Prospero et al., 1989] . In addition, annual averages from compiled data sets for station data were also used [Mahowald et al., 2009] , although sites in industrialized areas were not included in the optimization described later.
Dust deposition flux data tables were compiled, based on merging and revising preexisting data sets (Text S1; Tables S2 and S3 ), for modern climate [Ginoux et al., 2001; Tegen et al., 2002; Mahowald et al., 2009; Lawrence and Neff, 2009] , the LGM [Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001; Maher et al., 2010] , and interglacial climate [Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001; Maher et al., 2010] . In particular, we restricted the size range of the observed dust flux to be consistent with the model (Text S1 and Table S2 ).
In addition, size distributions from midlatitudes [Wu et al., 2009] and polar ice cores [Steffensen, 1997; Delmonte et al., 2004; McConnell et al., 2007] were reported at the model's size bins for comparison.
We also reviewed available information of dust provenance, for both present/interglacial and LGM climates (Text S1 and Table S1 ), in order to help refine the soil erodibility maps to represent more realistically the relative intensity of different source areas. The use of the geomorphic soil erodibility factor alone is not able to fully constrain the regional variability in the magnitude of dust emissions, at least as recorded in remote dust ''sinks,'' although it is possible that still inadequate simulation of the wind patterns and/or removal processes may have a role. Spatially denser observational data sets would help the scientific community to better disentangle these issues.
In addition we considered the CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization) layer product to evaluate the vertical profiles of the model aerosol extinction [Koffi et al., 2012] .
Model Improvements
In this work we introduce a set of modifications to improve the release versions of the dust model in CAM, involving (a) dust emission size distributions, (b) wet deposition, (c) optical properties, and (d) soil erodibility ( Table 1) . The model improvements were performed as a three-step process: (1) we conducted a set of preliminary simulations to test changes to (a) dust emission size distributions and (b) wet deposition; (2) we adopted the proposed changes in (a) and (b), included changes in the dust optical properties (c), and conducted a set of simulations where dust was only emitted from one macroarea at a time, each broadly corresponding to a continent or subcontinent; (3) we spatially optimized the soil erodibility maps by producing scale factors specific to each of the macroareas. The full set of changes was then applied to the model and long-term simulations were conducted for a few different model configurations, together with corresponding control cases using the release version of the model. In addition, a simulation of the LGM climate with the refined parameterization set, and a few short sensitivity studies were conducted. The specific changes are detailed below, while the different simulation setups are described in the next section. Here we describe the changes in the model compared against the release CAM4, which was based on the Mahowald et al.
[2006b] study, except for the optical parameters, as discussed below. First, the distribution of dust in the four bins (or in the accumulation/coarse in the CAM5) was changed according to the brittle fragmentation theory for dust emissions [Kok, 2011] . That theory assumes that dust emissions are produced largely by the fragmentation of soil dust aggregates by the impacts of saltating particles, in the same way that brittle materials shatter upon sufficiently energetic impacts. Major implications are that (a) emitted dust size distribution is independent from wind speed, or better, from wind friction velocity and (b) that the dependence of dust size distribution on soil properties is of secondary importance. In the implementation of the theory for this study, we assume no dependence of dust size on soil properties. As such, dust size distribution is fixed for the emissions in the model, and it was derived by fitting the distribution derived in Kok [2011] to the model bins (CAM4-BAM) or modes (CAM5-MAM3) ( Table 1 ).
In addition, in order to better match the observations, especially dust concentration and AOD at remote locations (see section 3.1), the wet deposition in CAM4 was changed by increasing the solubility for all dust particles from 0.15 to 0.30, similar to that in CAM5 Ghan et al., 2012] , and using a larger below-cloud scavenging coefficient for large particles (Table 1 ) [e.g., Andronache, 2003] .
For the release versions of CAM4 and CAM5, SW optics from Hess et al. [1998] were accidentally included, instead of the more accurate values from CCSM3 [Yoshioka et al., 2007; Mahowald et al., 2010] for both the CAM4 and CAM5 optics. The release version optics are largely based on d 'Almeida et al. [1991] . Old measurements of the dust refractive index [e.g., d 'Almeida et al., 1991; Patterson et al., 1977] yield optical properties that give dust the tendency to be too absorbing compared to observations [Kaufman et al., 2001; Colarco et al., 2002; Sinyuk et al., 2003; Yoshioka et al., 2007; Balkanski et al., 2007] . In addition, LW interactions, based on Volz [1973] refractive indices, were turned off in the CAM4 default version, although they were included in the CAM5 release. For the optical properties used in this study, we represent dust as an internal mixture of minerals, with globally uniform, size-independent mineral fractions, which simplifies the regional and size-dependent aspects of this complex multicomponent aerosol. We include the primary mineral classes of dust (quartz, aluminosilicates, clays, carbonates, and iron-bearing minerals) represented by specific minerals mixed in proportions that are consistent with the ranges reported in atmospheric dust and its parent soils [Pye, 1987; Claquin et al., 1999] and that also yield agreement with bulk optical properties observed in dusty regions. The specific mineral composition is, by volume, 47.6% quartz, 25% illite, 25% montmorillonite, 2% calcite, and 0.4% hematite. The assumed densities are 2660 kg/m 3 for quartz, 2750 kg/m 3 for illite, 2350 kg/ m 3 for montmorillonite, 2710 kg/m 3 for calcite, and 5260 kg/m 3 for hematite. Radiative forcing is sensitive to mineralogical and optical assumptions [Sokolik et al., 1998; Sokolik and Toon, 1999] . Solar radiation is particularly suited to absorption by iron-bearing minerals such as hematite and goethite [Lafon et al., 2006] . The optical properties of these minerals are combined into an effective medium using the Maxwell Garnett approximation [e.g., Videen and Chylek, 1998 ]. The resultant effective bulk optical properties are consistent with those inferred from observations of North African and Arabian dust ( Figure 1 ).
To account for unrepresented source differences, soil erodibility maps were optimized for each model configuration [e.g., Mahowald et al., 2006b; Albani et al., 2012b; Cakmur et al., 2006] . The world is divided in different macroareas, broadly corresponding to continents or subcontinents. For each macroarea, we define a scale factor, and then we apply the full set of scale factors to the global soil erodibility maps. The soil erodibility map for current climate was first objectively optimized (similar to Mahowald et al. [2006b] ) but then modified to account for dust provenance information (Table S1 and Figure S1 ). For the optimization (as in Mahowald et al. [2006b] ), the logarithm in errors in AOD, concentration, and deposition are all squared and weighted equally, except that ice cores are weighted 10x, as believed to be more accurate (cores from mountainous areas, unlike those from polar ice sheets, may be a poor constraint for global models though, because of unresolved topography). We use the logarithm of the values, since we want to capture variability in deposition and concentration that varies over 4 orders of magnitude. Without using a logarithm, the optimization would be heavily weighted toward measurements with the highest values: there is a trade-off implied in balancing the weights of different observations, and we chose to give more emphasis on the long-range transport rather than the emissions. Because of errors in both modeling and observations, we only expect to match the data to about a factor of 10, especially for deposition [e.g., Mahowald et al., 2011] .
The scale factors for the LGM soil erodibility maps ( Figure S2 ), including explicitly glaciogenic sources [Mahowald et al., 2006b ], were based on three criteria: matching (1) the LGM/interglacial deposition ratio (data set largely based on DIRTMAP3 [Maher et al., 2010] , see Text S1
and Figure S2 ), as well as (3) considering the information on dust provenance in the LGM (Table S1 and Figure S3) . Using LGM/interglacial observation and model deposition ratios requires knowledge of the preindustrial dust flux, about which we have less information than for either current or LGM [e.g., Mahowald et al., 2011] . In order to test that we simulate meaningful glacial/interglacial ratios, we considered as a rough approximation for interglacial dust deposition as half of that of current climate [Mulitza et al., 2010; McConnell et al., 2007; Mahowald et al., 2010, and references therein] . Lacking an explicit simulation of the preindustrial climate and assuming a globally uniform scale factor for dust emissions will produce some uncertainty, but this is probably comparable to considering preindustrial climate (and dust) as an estimate of average Holocene conditions, which is the time scale of the existing compilations of paleodust depositional estimates [e.g., Maher et al., 2010] .
The evaluation of the tuning simulations (Table 3 ) was based on extensively comparing the simulated output with observations (Table 2) . In Table 4 , we summarize the performance of different cases. We show the model's ability to reproduce the overall magnitude of the dust cycle (median of the modeled/observed ratio at each site) and its variability range (Pearson's correlation of the model-observation pairs at each site), by analyzing dust AOD, surface concentration, and deposition. We also report the evaluation of the seasonal cycle for dust AOD and surface concentration (correlation). Finally, we report a metric (Pearson's correlation of modeled and observed size bin pairs) that allows comparing the modeled and observed shapes of dust size distributions for column load and deposition at selected sites for the supermicron size range.
Description of the Model Simulations
An overview of all the simulations considered in this study is reported in Table 3 (which includes a key to the cases nomenclature). We conducted a set of preliminary tests that use a computationally inexpensive setup (CAM4-BAM with slab ocean at 1.9 3 2.5 latitude 3 longitude horizontal resolution) to test the effects of the new emissions size distribution (C4sr-k), and subsequently the refined wet deposition (C4sr-kw) compared to a base release case (C4sr).
The main cases presenting the comparison between observations and models that we used in this work are (1) a fully coupled simulation with CAM4-BAM (0.9 3 1.25 , 26 vertical levels), run for 30 years (of which we considered the last 10 years) in equilibrium conditions for the year 2000 AD (C4fr and C4fn); (2) a standalone The monthly mean seasonal cycle of vegetation cover is prescribed in terms of plant functional types (PFTs). The data set is derived from a variety of satellite products incorporated into present day PFT distributions with matching leaf area index values [Lawrence and Chase, 2007] . The fully coupled model setup includes a prognostic treatment of the terrestrial carbon and nitrogen cycles, which influence the seasonal timing of new vegetation growth and litterfall. At each time step, the prognostic leaf carbon pool is translated to a canopy-scale projected leaf area index [Oleson et al., 2010] .
Nondust aerosols and aerosol precursors (black and organic carbon, dimethyl sulfide, sulfur oxides) emissions are prescribed based on data sets prepared for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's 5th Assessment Report (IPCC AR5) [Lamarque et al., 2010] and Aerocom specifications for injection heights and size distributions of primary emitted particles and precursor gases [Neale et al., 2010a] , while sea salt aerosols emission is prognostic [Mahowald et al., 2006a] , and in CAM5 depends on water temperature and 10 m wind speed [Neale et al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2012] . a Coding in the leftmost column (e.g., On) refer to specific observational data set described in Table 2 . The p values for all the correlations are <0.001, with the only exception of C5wn-AOD (r 5 0.47, p 5 0.014). driven by reanalysis winds (w). r/n refers to the release (r) versus the new (n) parameterization. The field after the dash (-) identifies variations relative to the setup identified by the main field before the dash: Kok size (k); Kok size and new wet deposition (kw); last glacial maximum (lgm); release size (rs); release optics (ro); 32 dust in bin1 emissions (s2).
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We also simulated dust for LGM equilibrium conditions (C4fn-lgm) with the refined parameterization set, considering 10 years after a 40 years spin-up period. We used initial conditions from a fully coupled climate equilibrium run with CAM4 [Brady et al., 2013] , which followed the PMIP3 prescriptions for climate forcings, such as LGM orbital parameters, greenhouse gases concentrations and ice sheets topography, and preindustrial prescribed vegetation [Otto-Bliesner et al., 2009] , and used prescribed present-day dust, same as C4fr. For our LGM simulation, we use an annual cycle of prescribed preindustrial vegetation (annual average: Figure S4 ) on the LGM topography mask, and similar to current climate this fully coupled simulation uses the carbon-nitrogen cycle terrestrial model. For use of the dust model in the LGM simulation, we removed the online dependence of dust mobilization on preindustrial vegetation cover. Instead we simulated a vegetation cover for the LGM equilibrium climate with BIOME4 [Kaplan et al., 2003] and incorporated the effects of vegetation in the soil erodibility map, by applying a scale factor at each grid cell proportional to the fraction of the grid cell available for dust emission. Similar to the online version, this mask allows emissions only in areas of low vegetative cover.
Finally, we conducted a set of sensitivity studies for radiative forcing calculations based on our base case simulations (1). Two simulations are intended to isolate the effects of the new versus old size distribution (C4fn-rs) and the new versus old optical properties (C4fn-ro). In addition, two more simulations (C4fn-s2 and C4fn-lgm-s2) are used to evaluate the sensitivity of modeled dust radiative forcing to uncertainties in the amount of submicron particles, for the current and LGM climate conditions, respectively. For those simulations, we doubled the relative contribution of dust emissions in the model bin1.
Results
Current Climate Dust
Several versions of the model were evaluated in this study (Table 3) , but for simplicity, we show only detailed results for the online fully coupled simulation (C4fn). The preliminary tests on the new dust size distribution (C4sr-k) and wet deposition scavenging (C4sr-wk) parameterizations alone show an improved fit to the observations far from the source areas for both the size distribution and the magnitude (Table 4, O4 and O9 in particular, and Figure S5 ). This suggests that new theories on size distribution better match available observations [e.g., Kok, 2011; Tanr e et al., 2001; Cakmur et al., 2006] , as a consequence of switching mass at the emissions from both the clays and coarse silts into the fine silts range (2.5-5 lm: bin3) compared to the release size distribution (Table 1 ). In addition, the new wet scavenging parameterization improves the model's ability to simulate the observed spatial gradients of dust.
The release model's ability to reproduce the magnitude of the dust cycle, both annual mean and seasonal cycle, is quite variable. In general, using reanalysis winds results in a better reproduction of the annual cycle in CAM4 (Figures 7 and 8 and Table 4 , O2 and O5). The modifications included here generally improve the ability of the model to simulate the dust cycle, although some degradation at specific sites or for specific variables is also seen (Figures 6-8 and Table 4 ).
Annual Averages
Comparisons of the annual mean deposition in the CAM4 (C4fn) to observations show that the model is able to simulate the spatial variability of annual mean deposition across 6 orders of magnitude (Figure 2 ). Deposition is greatly overestimated at two sites (Colle del Lys and Colle Gnifetti), probably because of unresolved orographic control on dust deposition on the Alps with the current model spatial resolution. Underestimation of deposition in the Argentinean Pampa is surprising, because the model matches well with offshore observations in the same region (James Ross Island) and is possibly related to large uncertainties in the estimates from terrestrial sediments or to a slightly inaccurate positioning of the dust sources for each of those sites. exception of the CAM5 simulations that are substantially overestimating it ( Figure 5 ). Vertical profiles of aerosol extinction will be discussed in detail later.
In summary, the effects on the magnitude of the dust cycle and its spatial variability (Figures 2-4 ) of the new parameterization set compared to the default one are shown in Figure 6 , which considers both the cases with model (C4fr and C4fn) and reanalysis winds for CAM4 (C4wr and C4wn) and CAM5 (C5wr and C5wn). While there is notable improvement over the default version for some variables, there is no parameterization that uniformly improves the fit to all three variables considered (AOD, dust surface concentration, and dust deposition). This is likely related to the large uncertainties that still exist in modeling dust emissions, as well as the model's meteorology [e.g., Huneeus et al., 2011] and is consistent with previous general circulation model-based dust modeling [Tegen and Fung, 1994; Mahowald et al., 2006a] . Notably, the cases using the refined parameterization set reduce the (high) bias compared to the observation, mainly, because of the new soil erodibility maps but also because of the refined wet deposition, the latter being more relevant for remote locations (Table 4 ; C4sr-k versus C4sr-kw). Both the Aerocom models median and our model with the new parameterization tend to slightly underestimate AOD and dust surface concentration compared to the respective observational data sets, while deposition is simulated more similarly [Huneeus et al., 2011] , suggesting either issues in the consistency of these data sets or issues in modeling vertical mixing and/or deposition. Note that while the deposition and surface concentration data sets include information on spatial variability close to source regions as well as in remote regions, the AOD compilation is restricted to close to the main source areas, and thus is used only to constrain emissions. In general using reanalysis (MERRA) winds implies differences in the model spatial resolution compared to the C4fn/C4fr cases, in addition to the offline meteorology versus the fully coupled setup. Because the target for model performance is the set of observational data sets we considered (Table 4) , also transport and deposition come into play when determining the variables that are to be compared to the observations. In this respect, CAM5-MAM3 is quite different than CAM4-BAM in terms of subgrid scale physics as well as in the type of representation of the aerosols, i.e., binned/sectional versus modal. Because of the way we have tuned the model, as well as the changes in optical properties and sizes, there are very large differences between the default release version and the tuned versions (e.g., C5wr versus C5wn). Changes in the global tuning as shown here usually dominate the spatial distribution.
Seasonal Cycle
Next we consider the seasonal cycle of the modeled dust compared to observations. There is a tendency for the models to overpredict dust concentration at the peak season at many sites (Figures 7 and 8 ) (see also section 4.2). This feature was improved in the simulations with the new wet deposition parameterization and the refined soil erodibility maps. The refined soil erodibility maps may improve the seasonal cycle by adjusting the relative proportions of dust from different sources. A possible explanation for the remaining poor match with the seasonal cycle is that vertical mixing in the model may not be accurate (see section 4.2). Note that this is true whether the model is driven by online winds, or reanalysis winds, and does not change with the CAM5 versus CAM4, which have quite different subgrid scale physics (e.g., boundary layer, convection, radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions) [Neale et al., 2010a] . This is evident in the vertical profiles of aerosol extinction, which substantially differ from each other in different model versions ( Figure 5 ). The cases using CAM4-BAM with MERRA winds (C4wf and C4wn) are in better agreement with CALIOP data [Koffi et al., 2012] compared to the other model versions tested here. Note that compared to the model physics (e.g., CAM4 versus CAM5), the new parameterization set results in second-order differences.
The seasonal cycle of dust AOD (Figure 7) shows a reasonable agreement with AERONET observations at most sites for the different model configurations (Table 4 , O2), although the magnitude is not properly captured at all sites. The observed latitudinal shift in the positioning of the North African dust plume with the season [Huneeus et al., 2011] is captured by our model, as shown by the opposite seasonality displayed also for transatlantic transport by Northern stations such as Dahkla, Morocco, and Tamanrasset, Algeria compared to the southern stations such as Ilorin, Nigeria (Figure 7) and Surinam (not shown). We see an underestimation of AOD throughout the year at Ilorin, similar to most Aerocom models, whereas at Dahkla AOD from our CAM4 simulations is consistent with the AERONET retrievals, rather than overestimated [Huneeus et al., 2011] .
Observations of the surface concentration (Figure 8 ) generally show a less smooth annual cycle than the AOD, and the correlation with the model is quite poor in many cases (Table 4, O5). The better performance in simulating the climatology of vertically integrated parameters such as AOD compared to surface concentration is a feature common to most global dust models [Huneeus et al., 2011] . Note how in remote Pacific stations the new parameterizations (solid lines), in particular the wet deposition changes, reduces the overestimation in the peak season (Figures 8i-8l) .
Dust Size Distributions
Observationally derived size distributions of dust in the atmospheric column from the dustdominated AERONET sites provide a first-order constraint for this parameter close to the source areas. AERONET dust size retrievals rely on assumptions about the particles' shape and assume a bimodal size distribution [Dubovik et al., 2006] . A known artifact is an overestimation of the submicron fraction [Dubovik et al., 2000] , so we do not include this size fraction here. For the supermicron fraction the AERONET retrievals show differences compared to other in situ observations [e.g., M€ uller et al., 2012], showing either finer or coarser distributions, depending on the site and method they are compared to [Maring et al., 2003; Ryder et al., 2013] . This highlights the difficulty in estimating correctly the dust size distribution [Reid et al., 2003; Mahowald et al., 2013] . Nonetheless, we consider AERONET size retrievals for the selected stations a valuable source of information on dust size over the major dust sources, giving insights on the integrated vertical path.
The size distribution resulting from the new parameterization set undoubtedly shows a much improved fit to the data, both in the case of modeled and reanalysis winds (Figure 9 ). The evolution of dust size distribution deriving from medium to long-range transport is contrasted to observations from ice cores, by comparing dust deposition (Figure 10 ). In the case of medium-range transport (Asian ice cores) again there is a general improvement in representing the actual size distribution. For long-range transport (polar ice cores), the situation is more complicated. While some improvement may be due to the new parameterization set alone, model-data comparisons suggest that both an accurate representation of dust size (new parameterization) and meteorology (reanalysis winds) are necessary to obtain a good fit to the observations. The model (C4wn) also tends to simulate a transition to smaller particles too quickly in trans-Atlantic transport, when compared to in situ [Maring et al., 2003; Stuut et al., 2005] and sediment observations [Mulitza et al., 2010] because of preferential settling by dry deposition [Mahowald et al., 2013] . In general, the new parameterization set indeed provides a qualitatively more accurate representation of the dust size distribution and hence of the dust cycle.
Mass Balance
The magnitude or mass balance of the dust cycle for the ''new'' cases (Table 5) tends to show higher emissions and load and a shorter lifetime compared to the Aerocom median estimates of 1123 Tg/yr, 15.8 Tg, and 4.6 days, respectively [Huneeus et al., 2011] , consistent with our expectations from a coarser dust size. The results for C4fn (2827 Tg/yr, 23.8 Tg) and C4wn (2002 Tg/yr, 17.8 Tg) are within the Aerocom models range for dust emissions and load, respectively, whereas for C5wn (8226 Tg/yr, 42.6 Tg) they are larger. Dust Table 3 ) to observations of average dust deposition, surface concentration, and AOD for current climate, shown in detail for the C4fn case in Figures 2-4 scatterplots (see Table 2 ). Note that a basic Taylor diagram does not show any information on the bias [Taylor, 2001 ], which we represent as a scale factor in the size of the plot symbols, proportional to the median of the model/observation ratio as reported in Table 4 (O6, O4, and O1). We use a logarithmic transform of the dust deposition and surface concentration variables, to account for the spread of the observed values over several orders of magnitude. Note that the symbol corresponding to C5wn surface concentration (yellow filled circle) is not visible as it is underlying the C4wn surface concentration (red filled circle). lifetimes instead are within the Aerocom model range for all cases (Table 5 ). Interannual variability (1 standard deviation) is less than 10% for all the metrics (Table 5 ). The much larger magnitude of dust emissions (8x) and load (4x) of C5wn compared to the Aerocom median does not imply a significantly worse overall performance of this particular model relative to the others (e.g., C4fn and C4wn) when compared to the observations (Table 4) , thus suggesting that the uncertainty in constraining the magnitude of the dust cycle-hence its climate and biogeochemical impact-is still large.
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Noteworthy are the differences in dust lifetimes among different cases, in particular for CAM4 versus CAM5. For the latter, the short aerosol lifetimes are attributed to the large wet removal rate (160% compared to the Aerocom mean), also due to internal mixing with more hygroscopic species ].
Significant differences (shortening) in dust lifetimes emerge between the ''old'' and ''new'' parameterization sets (Table 5 ; C4fr, C4wr versus C4fn, C4wn). The sensitivity runs that isolate the effects of dust optical [Holben et al., 1998 ]. properties (C4fn-ro) and size distribution (C4fn-rs) do not show large variations in lifetimes compared to C4fn, suggesting that wet deposition is the primary factor in controlling the shortening of dust lifetimes. A secondary factor could be the new size distribution (in fact C4fn-rs has the larger lifetimes of all C4fn cases), consistent with our shift of mass away from the smallest size bin. This is also evident in the vertical profiles of aerosol extinction, with the tendency of ''new'' parameterization dust to shift at lower levels compared to the release versions ( Figure 5) . Finally, the ''tuning'' of the source areas could be putting more dust in places where the model simulates a wetter climate.
Last Glacial Maximum Dust
The Last Glacial Maximum is a time period with 2-3 times more dust than in the current climate globally [e.g., Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001; Maher et al., 2010] repeat the previous analysis with our new model version to contrast the results. In the case of the LGM simulation (C4fn-lgm), the magnitude of the tuned modeled dust deposition is representative of the paleodust observations in most cases, over the 4 orders of magnitude spanned by the data (Figure 11 ). Dust emissions are 6289 Tg/y, about 2.2 times the current estimate with C4fn (Table 5 ). About 20% of the emissions come from the glaciogenic sources, which is less than the 1/3 in the CAM3 simulations [Mahowald et al., 2006b] . The LGM/current ratio for dust load (1.6) is smaller than the emissions ratio, because of a shorter lifetime, which is higher (2.2 versus 2.0 days) than Mahowald et al. [2006b] . Although the dust load is much lower (37.4 versus 77 Tg/y), the LGM/current ratios for CAM4 are very similar to CAM3 [Mahowald et al., 2006b ] for emissions, load, and lifetimes. The magnitude of the dust cycle in terms of dust load is also higher than other model estimates, that indicate, respectively, 23 6 14 Tg [Werner et al., 2002] and 30.84 Tg [Takemura LGM versus current/preindustrial ratios (2.39 and 2.8, respectively, compared to our 1.6). This is in line with opposite trends for dust lifetimes, which are decreasing in the LGM in our simulations but increase in Werner et al. [2002] . Compared to Lunt and Valdes [2002] , our LGM versus current increase in dust load is larger (1.6 versus 1.39), although in their simulations lifetimes are almost unchanged with climate and are much longer than ours (5.5 days). In terms of AOD our simulation indicates a much smaller value (0.038 versus 0.14) than Claquin et al. [2003] , as for the LGM/current ratio (1.6 versus 2.8).
In a hypothetical case, using the same model but switching to a coarser size distributions for the emissions (like previous studies, e.g., Mahowald et al. [2006b] ) would cause a decrease in the dust lifetime. From a global budget perspective, a model with a relatively coarse size distribution at emissions (such as ours) would tend to have lifetimes dominated by the quick removal of coarse particles, hence relatively short lifetimes. The decrease in lifetimes in our simulation is related to a reduced lofting in the LGM versus current ( Figure S6) , similar to what was seen in the CAM3 [Mahowald et al., 2006b; Albani et al., 2012b] . In addition, there is a shift of the sources toward higher latitudes, where the planetary boundary layer height is lower and decreases in glacial climate ( Figure S6 ). These combined effects result in a 22% decrease in dust dry deposition lifetime. The spatial features highlight the large decrease in lifetime close to the main dust sources ( Figure S7 ). On the other hand, a drier LGM climate-which is also simulated in our model [Brady et al., 2013] , does not necessarily imply increased wet deposition lifetimes, since wet deposition largely depends on precipitation frequency rather than amount in our model . In fact we see a 18% decrease in dust wet deposition lifetime. Spatially explicit calculation of the lifetime suggests that large wet deposition in the midlatitudes close to the expanded glacial sources contribute strongly to reduced dust wet lifetimes as well ( Figure S8 ). This is consistent with the idea that periglacial sources tend to be situated in moister regions compared to the desert dust sources (otherwise they would be considered desert dust sources). The dominant places which display longer wet deposition lifetimes are over very high latitude regions where the very low precipitation (and precipitation frequency) becomes important (e.g., Figure S7 ) Albani et al., 2012b] . 
Dust Radiative Forcing
Dust Radiative Forcing (RF) is calculated as the difference between the radiative forcing of all aerosol species and a calculation including all aerosols except dust, and is calculated online in the model by calculating the radiation multiple times for each time step.
The refined parameterization set described in the previous sections produced changes in dust RF in the ''new'' cases simulations compared to the release versions of the model. We compare both pairs with estimates, based on satellite-derived observations, of radiative forcing efficiency, based on clear-sky dust Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA) RF over the North Atlantic [Li et al., 2004] and the Sahara [Zhang and Christopher, 2003; Patadia et al., 2008] (Table 6 ). The new cases are in better agreement with observations, not only as obviously expected for the LW (which was ignored for the release version of CAM4) but also for the SW RF, especially over Sahara [Patadia et al., 2008] . For our comparison, we ignore the estimates over the North Atlantic for the ''low'' dust season (DJF), which are probably contaminated by biomass burning aerosols as indicated by the low single scattering albedo [Li et al., 2004 ].
An accurate partitioning of solar absorption between atmosphere and the surface, often not achieved by climate models, is also important [Miller et al., 2004; Wild, 2008] . Estimates of surface RF efficiency, i.e., the broadband SW radiative forcing per unit AOD at 550 nm (265 W/m 2 ) over the North Atlantic by Li et al.
[2004] are in good agreement with C4fn (269 W/m 2 ), which is an improvement over C4fr (293 W/m 2 ).
The combination of absorption and reflection of solar radiation caused by the dust burden leads to a negative SW RF at the surface, centered over and downwind of the major (and high albedo or ''brighter'') desert (North Africa and Arabian peninsula) dust sources ( Figure 12) , with absorption causing a positive atmospheric column SW RF. The balance at the TOA is generally a slightly positive SW RF right above the major dust sources and a negative SW RF elsewhere (Figure 12a ). The absorption and re-emission of radiation by dust in the LW spectrum causes a positive RF at surface, associated with a negative atmospheric LW RF. At the TOA there is a slightly positive LW RF (Figure 12b ). Resulting from both SW and LW contributions, the net balance shows a generally positive net RF in the atmosphere, whereas a somewhat similar structure at the surface and at the TOA shows, respectively, a null and a slightly positive net RF over the major desert dust sources and a negative net RF everywhere else (Figure 12c ). This spatial pattern is similar to a study using similar optical properties [Balkanski et al., 2007] .
A roughly similar spatial pattern is seen in the cases using reanalysis winds and/or a different version of the model, as also indicated by similarity in the features of the zonally averaged net RF (Figures 13a-13c) . Nonetheless, the area characterized by a RF markedly different from zero is less pronounced (both spatially and in magnitude) in the C4wn, but is more pronounced in the C5wn case than in C4fn (Figures 13a-13c) . Accordingly, this results in a more negative TOA RF globally for C4fn (20.23 6 0.02 W/m 2 ) compared to C4wn (20.08 6 0.01 W/m 2 ), whereas C5wn has the more negative balance (20.29 6 0.02 W/m 2 ) ( Table 7) . When accounting for the dust mass balance in each case, i.e., if we scale those values by unit AOD, we see different RF efficiencies, with C4fn displaying the highest RF efficiency (Table 7) C4fr 2365 6 3.8 27.5 6 4.4 4.2 6 1.6 0.032 6 4.7 C4fn 2827 6 5.8 23.8 6 4.6 3.1 6 2.1 0.024 6 5.1 C4wr 2122 6 5.7 26.4 6 4.3 4.6 6 2.4 0.029 6 4.5 C4wn 2002 6 5.9 17.8 6 4.3 3.3 6 4.1 0.018 6 4.6 C5wr 15687 6 5.8 78.8 6 5.3 1.8 6 3.0 0.088 6 5.2 C5wn 8626 6 6.0 42.6 6 5.7 1.8 6 3.6 0.041 6 5.7 C4fn-rs 2855 6 1.6 26.8 6 0.8 3.4 6 0.8 0.036 6 0.9 C4fn-ro 2563 6 2.2 23.2 6 4.8 3.3 6 2.6 0.018 6 4.8 C4fn-s2 2743 6 10 26.3 6 5.4 3.5 6 4.6 0.026 6 5.9 C4fn-lgm 6289 6 3.6 37.4 6 5.4 2.2 6 1.4 0.038 6 4.0 C4fn-lgm-s2 6705 6 4.2 42.4 6 5.6 2.3 6 1.3 0.045 6 6.4
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over North African and Asian dust sources (Figures 13d-13f, solid lines) . The main source of the difference between CCSM3 and these results (which use similar optics) come from the prescribed coarser size distribution here (Figure 13g , C4fn-rs case versus C4fn-rs and Figure 13d , C3). Overall our net dust TOA RF is within the range of estimates from other models (Figure 14) , showing a negative RF.
In the LGM simulation (C4fn-lgm), the zonally averaged distribution of surface RF, similar to C3-lgm [Mahowald et al., 2006b] , resembles the geographical distribution of the main dust sources, including the mid/ high-latitude glaciogenic sources in both hemispheres, but shows a slight decrease compared to C4fn over does not show a contrasted net RF balance depending upon the underlying surface being land or ocean, as was the case for CAM3 (Figure 13h versus Mahowald et al. [2006c] ). The balance at the TOA resembles the surface features, except it shows a positive net RF at Northern high latitudes, similar to C3-lgm (Figure 13d ), due to the relatively high positive atmosphere SW RF ( Figure S9 ). Those areas correspond to bright surfaces with high albedo, such as the sea ice covered Arctic Ocean and the southern margins of the Laurentide and Fenno-Scandian Ice Sheets, close to the major North American and European dust sources ( Figure S9 ). A positive high-latitude TOA RF was also simulated by previous work [Overpeck et al., 1996; Claquin et al., 2003] , although those studies showed a different spatial pattern of the Northern Hemisphere dust burden than our model, centered at higher and lower latitudes, respectively. [K€ ohler et al., 2010] . The LGM/current ratio for the net TOA RF is 1.4, which is lower compared to the 3.5 from the previous estimates from Mahowald et al. [2006c] and Claquin et al. [2003] . In view of this fact, the smaller net TOA dust RF simulated in the LGM by our model is consistent with a smaller value also simulated for the current climate. Given that the optical properties were similar for both models, a coarser size distribution in CAM4 compared to CAM3 possibly implies a somewhat smaller dust SW RF, see section 4.1 and Table 7 , that shows how using the release (finer) size distribution yields an increase in dust net TOA RF of a factor 2 in current climate (C4fn versus C4fn-ro), as discussed more below. The coarser size distribution in CAM4 also impacts the RF balance indirectly by decreasing dust lifetime. In addition, surface dust-snow interactions reducing surface albedo are simulated in CAM4 [Flanner et al., 2007] , although the effects of dust deposition onto snow (in contrast to black carbon) tend to be small in this model ( Figure  S10 ).
Discussion
Model Sensitivity
In this section we discuss the model's sensitivity to changes in dust size and optics, disentangling at the same time the impacts that each one has on RF in the new version (C4fn) (e.g., similar to Miller et al. [2004] ).
The sensitivity study highlights the effects on the dust RF caused by the changes in dust size and optical properties (Table 7 and Figure 13 ). The new optical properties yield a reduced difference in absorbed energy between the surface and atmosphere, due to reduced SW atmospheric absorption and the inclusion of LW cooling of the atmosphere (and warming of the surface), in similar proportions (Table 7 and Figures 13h and 13i: C4fn versus C4fn-SW compared with C4fn-ro versus C4fn-SW, which is just the SW component from C4fn). On the other hand, the new dust size distribution causes a slight reduction in the surfaceatmosphere energy gradient as a consequence of decreased SW surface cooling (Table 7 and Figures 13h and 13i: C4fn versus C4fn-rs and C4fn-SW versus C4fn-rs-SW). The effects of the new optical properties (e.g. 259% and 276% for absolute values of net surface and atmosphere RF, respectively) are larger than those related to the new size distribution (229% and 23%) in quantitative terms (W/m 2 ) (Table 7) . Finally, Figures 13g-13i (C4fn-ro versus C4fn-SW) clearly shows that while at the surface the inclusion of LW-dust interactions tends to balance the surface cooling, the larger differences in the net radiative budget are in the atmosphere linked to the reduced SW absorption, which is what drives the difference in the TOA energy balance (Table 7 and (Table 7) .
Comparing the net RF for C4fn and C4fr shows that at TOA the net global balance is similar for the two cases (20.23 6 0.02 versus 20.28 6 0.01 W/m 2 ), which also have almost the same RF efficiency (Table 7) . Nonetheless, while the spatial patterns of net TOA RF look rather similar around the main dust sources, C4fr shows a positive RF over the Arctic (Figure 13g ). The anomalous RF at Northern high latitudes in C4fr is likely due to the stronger long-range transport to the Arctic of dust aerosols compared to the other cases. The net surface RF of all our simulations (C4fn: 20.56 6 0.03 W/m 2 ; C4wn: 20.32 6 0.02 W/m 2 ; C5wn:
20.74 6 0.04 W/m 2 ; Table 7 ) are also smaller than other models that use comparable optical properties [e.g., Sinyuk et al., 2003] , with estimates of 20.82 W/m 2 and 20.92 W/m 2 [Balkanski et al., 2007] .
Subtle differences in prescribing the submicron fraction at the emission result in large differences in its relative proportions when it comes to the atmospheric dust load (because of the size selection process during transport), hence AOD ( Figure 15 ) and RF (submicron particles are the most effective scatterers). In addition the relative importance of the submicron fraction is poorly constrained by observations across large spatial scales [Mahowald et al., 2013] . Based on those considerations, we also conducted a sensitivity test (C4fn-s2) with a slight variation on Kok [2011] size distribution, in order to double the relative contribution of model bin1 (0.1-1 mm) to the emissions. We compare model size distributions with observations for long-range (Table 8 ; see also section 4.2). While there are large uncertainties even in the observations, it is clear that the model underestimates the submicron fraction at the remote sites, even in the case using reanalysis winds (C4wn) which performs better, similar to what we discussed for the supermicron fraction (Figures 9 and 10) . Assuming that the size distribution for the emissions is consistent with the observations [Kok, 2011] (Figure 7 ), other modeled processes affecting either size sorting during transport or at the deposition sites are responsible for the underestimation [Mahowald et al., 2013] .
The spatial distribution pattern of net RF, when we include more small particles, looks similar to the base case (C4fn-s2 versus C4fn) (Figures 13g-13i) , with a slightly higher negative global net TOA RF (20.28 W/ m 2 ). This is associated with a higher RF efficiency than C4fn, but much lower than that of the release size distribution (C4fn-rs) (Table 7) , in line with the relative proportions of small particles ( Figure 15 ). The size sensitivity case for the LGM (C4fn-lgm-s2) shows a RF spatial pattern ( Figure S11 ) similar to C4fn-lgm (not shown), whereas the global net TOA RF is, respectively, 20.32 and 20.41 W/m 2 , again indicating a higher but not huge RF efficiency for the case ''enriched'' in finer dust ( Table 7) , suggesting that the radiative forcing is sensitive to the contribution of submicron dust to the dust load.
In general, the spread of the RF plots from Figures 13g-13i shows how variations in individual aspects of the modeled dust cycle have a large impact on RF (Figures 13d-13f) , highlighting the importance of details of the size and optics in modeling [e.g., Miller et al., 2004] .
Discussion of the Uncertainties
The major source of uncertainty in dust models is represented by the magnitude and location of the emissions [e.g., Cakmur et al., 2006; Shao et al., 2011; Huneeus et al., 2011] . To overcome this limitation some tuning of model emissions is still necessary. As already described, we achieved this by optimizing the soil erodibility maps to give best fit to the observations.
To estimate the uncertainty associated with the particular choice of the observational data set, we compare two cases where just the optimization algorithm was used [Mahowald et al., 2006b] , without further refining. In the first case the bulk value of Mass Accumulation Rates (dust deposition flux) was used, in the second case we considered only the fraction <10 mm, consistent with our model size range ( Figure S12 ). Failing to match the observational and model's size range can yield a difference of 20% in AOD estimates globally (Table 9 ).
In general, large uncertainties still exist on both the fine and coarse dust size range we consider in our model. Our parameterization assumes that dust is emitted only through the mechanism described by Kok [2011] , and within that framework we chose to limit our size to particles with diameters smaller than 10 mm. Airborne dust particles larger than 10 mm, despite the uncertainties in the measurement techniques [Reid et al., 2003] , have indeed been observed both over the major dust sources [Reid et al., 2003; Ryder et al., 2013] and over the sea in the North African continental margin [Stuut et al., 2005] , but they have been observed to decrease during transport across the Atlantic Ocean [Maring et al., 2003 ]. On the other hand, on the lower side of our size range, our sensitivity study highlighted the potential for large uncertainties in dust RF from small, poorly observed dust particles. Observations in this size range are challenging [Reid et al., 2003 ], but in general our model simulations tend to underestimate the submicron fraction far from the source areas (Table 9) , despite the fact that the match with the very same set of observations in the 1-10 mm (where the observations are more reliable) is good (Figure 10 ), at least with reanalysis winds (C4wn).
Another interesting outcome is the indication that the case using reanalysis winds (C4wn) has a better ability to reproduce the evolution of size distribution with a shift toward finer particles with long-range transport ( Figure 10 and Table 1 ). This may be connected to the spatial features of RF, which seems to suggest that the model winds (C4fn) tend to be more conducive to mass transport (and associated RF) far from the source areas than the reanalysis winds (C4wn and C5wn) (Figures 13a-13c) , likely through the larger dust bins (Figure 10 ). This would explain the lower RF efficiency of C4wn and C5wn then C4fn (Table 7) . The vertical profiles of aerosol extinction confirm this hypothesis, as shown by the higherlevel peak of the C4f cases than those using reanalysis winds ( Figure 5) . Problems with the model vertical mixing become apparent in the inconsistency between the high bias of modeled surface concentrations compared to the low bias of deposition (Figure 6 ), as well as by looking at the seasonal cycle simulated at Barbados (Figure 8 ). There the C4fn (but not C4wn or C5wn) fails to reproduce the observations of dust concentration at the surface (Figure 8 ), but the modeled seasonal cycle higher up in the model (e.g., 2-3 vertical levels higher) does mimic the surface observations (not shown).
Quantification of the Uncertainties
The reference experiments for our estimates of TOA RF are the C4fn for current climate and C4fn-lgm for the LGM. We consider three synthetic parameters to give a quantitative estimate of the uncertainty associated to dust RF with our model. First, the impact of the choice of the observational size range for constraining the emissions was already estimated as 20% (section 4.2). Second, the uncertainty associated with the magnitude of the dust cycle and the spatial distribution of dust in response to the meteorology is estimated as the coefficient of variation (standard deviation/mean*100) of the net TOA RF from the C4fn, C4wn, and C5wn group of runs, which is 57%. Third we consider the uncertainty related to the size distribution, again calculating the coefficient of variation of the couple C4fn and C4fn-s2 for the net TOA RF (18%).
For the LGM we assume the uncertainties for the first two are the same as for the current climate, but we consider the C4fn-lgm, C4fn-lgm-s2 couple for the estimation of the size uncertainty (18%).
The total uncertainty is derived as the root of the quadrature sum of the three elements described, resulting in an overall uncertainty of 63%. If we apply this to the reference estimate with C4fn and C4fn-lgm, this results in a net TOA RF for dust of 20.23 6 0.14 W/m 2 for the current climate and 20.32 6 0.20 W/m 2 for the LGM.
These estimates of uncertainty are related just to the ''internal'' variability of the model used, and do not account for biases/errors related to processes not considered by the model and the parameterizations used. These include uncertainties related to surface albedo and the spatially fixed mineralogical composition of dust, which does not account for varying refractive indices. Some of those additional uncertainties may be accounted for by comparing to other models, although there may also be biases across all models for these estimates.
Conclusions
In this work we have refined the dust parameterization set included in CAM4 and CAM5, parts of the CESM model. We restored updated dust optical properties [e.g., Yoshioka et al., 2007] based on realistic absorption coefficients [e.g., Kaufmann et al., 2001; Sinyuk et al., 2003 ], compared to the obsolete optical properties that were erroneously put in the release versions of CESM. In addition, we refined the CAM4 wet deposition parameterizations [e.g., Andronache, 2003] and we updated the soil erodibility maps [Mahowald et al., 2006b] in order to give a better representation of the magnitude and spatial distribution of the dust cycle, also accounting for the limited available information of dust provenance at remote sites. Notably, for scaling the soil erodibility maps and for model-observations comparisons we considered observations consistent with the model's size range [e.g., Cakmur et al., 2006] and estimated a 20% error if ignoring this constraint. Finally, the most novel change we adopted is a new size distribution for dust emissions, based on Kok [2011] .
Our results show that the model is able to capture the overall magnitude and spatial variability of dust cycle, but at the same time highlight the difficulty in improving compared to previous work [e.g., Mahowald et al., 2006b; Cakmur et al., 2006] . As widely recognized, accurately estimating dust emissions in terms of magnitude, timing, and geographical location still remains a major challenge [e.g., Huneeus et al., 2011] . A significant improvement over previous work is due to the new size distribution, which shows a good agreement with observations especially for the supermicron size range over a wide range of spatial scales, from the dust sources to remote sites.
For users of the Community Atmosphere Model, we show a methodology that can be used to tune different versions of the model to obtain better matches with observations, following previous work [e.g., Cakmur et al., 2006] . An interesting facet of this tuning procedure is that different versions of the model show quite different ability to simulate different parts of the dust cycle ( Figures 6-8 and Table 4 ). The role of resolution is not clear in the literature, as some studies show a small sensitivity of only 20% in emissions and lifetime [e.g., Mahowald et al., 2006b] , while other studies suggest larger sensitivity [e.g., Ridley et al., 2013] . Our results suggest that within one model it is possible to obtain quite different dust cycles, as seen for studies across multiple models [Huneeus et al., 2011] . Notice that differences between online meteorology and reanalyses driven meteorology show very strong changes in the results for the global cycle: we cannot tune the model using reanalysis winds, and then use the same model version with online winds and obtain a good simulation. In most cases, the reanalyses driven meteorology is better (especially for the seasonal cycles), but the online wind driven model has a better simulation of the extent of the North African plume (e.g., Figure 4 ).
The analysis of the effects that the improved parameterization set developed in this work has on dust RF was analyzed in its components and the uncertainties internal to the model processes were evaluated. The comparison with observational-based estimates of dust RF efficiency shows that our model is able to reproduce these features realistically, both over North Africa [Zhang and Christopher, 2003; Patadia et al., 2008] and the North Atlantic Ocean [Li et al., 2004] .
Uncertainties in dust optical properties [Perlwitz et al., 2001 ] also related to the size distribution of dust [Tegen and Lacis, 1996; Sokolik and Toon, 1996] , especially for the smaller but also the upper limits of the model (0.1-10 mm) size distributions [Reid et al., 2003] , will combine with uncertainties in the magnitude and spatial distribution of dust to render the balance between dust LW and SW interactions very sensitive, causing the wide range of estimates [Forster et al., 2007] for dust RF at the TOA.
After considering the uncertainties in our work we calculate a value of 20.23 6 0.14 W/m 2 as an estimate for the dust global net TOA RF for current climate, and 20.32 6 0.20 W/m 2 for the LGM climate in our model.
In summary the refined parameterization set developed in this work improves the ability of CAM to represent the global dust cycle, most notably because of much better constraints on the size distributions of dust. Other findings of our study include (1) that the magnitude of the global dust cycle is still highly uncertain, as shown by the result that models with very different global dust emissions and loads compare equally well to the observations-suggesting also that caution should be taken when interpreting those metrics, and (2) a lower dust forcing in the LGM than previous estimates, in part related to smaller emissions, in part to increased atmospheric heating over bright surfaces (deserts and ice) and reduced surface cooling over dark surfaces (oceans).
